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Object: Silver plate showing Shapur II, 4th century CE  

Part of: “the rise of world faiths” 

Accessed: https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00shkn2 

 

Hi. My name is Tehmina Goskar, a curator and historian. In this two-part episode I bring my 

personal cultural and professional experiences together to challenge the British Museum’s 

misplaced curation of a magnificent 4th-century Sasanian silver plate or salver that featured in 

A History of the World in a 100 Objects.  

 

Part 1: A deeply personal allegory 

I am conflicted. I am a Parsi Zoroastrian brought up in the middle of London, now living in 

coastal Cornwall. My cultural heritage has no anchor in a single place, there is no homeland. 

My being here is a story of displacement and dispersal, first at the hands of the Arab Islamic 

colonists of Persia back in the early Middle Ages, then as the grandchild of migrants from 

India to the UK. If it wasn’t for the British Museum and its Persian/Iranian collections I 

would lack an important connection to a significant part of my culture and history.  

 

I was a regular visitor to the museum as a child and young adult. The gigantic 

anthropomorphic winged bulls on the ground floor were already familiar to me from the 

iconography of the Zoroastrian fire temple or agiary. In the dingy museum they seemed lost 

and awkward, but at least I could walk in and behold them. I wanted to learn as much as 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00shkn2
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possible about these and other ancient artefacts and architectural relics related to my culture 

so one of the first books I bought as a late teenager was Persian Myths by the British 

Museum curator, Vesta Sarkhosh Curtis. Sarkhosh Curtis is the kind of curator I aspired to 

be, infusing curatorial insights with a personal, cultural connection with Persian beliefs and 

history. Her book helped make sense of the connections between me and the religious and 

material culture of my ancestors.  

 

The silver-gilt plate or salver, that is the subject of this essay and podcast, is illustrated in 

Sarkhosh Curtis’s book among others which depict similarly fabulous scenes of fantastic 

creatures, demons and heroes, making tangible the purposeful interplay between our material 

and spiritual lives, a theme that is central to Zoroastrian (and Persian) lore.1   

 

By contrast, I did not enjoy the over-confident outsider pronouncements of Neil MacGregor 

and Tom Holland when they discussed this object in the BBC Radio 4 and the British 

Museum’s series, A History of the World in 100 Objects. Who on earth thought it was a great 

idea to start the radio piece with a “do not adjust your set” announcement segueing into the 

opening bars of Richard Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathushtra (1896)? An over-played overture 

made popular by Stanley Kubrick’s film 2001: A Space Odyssey, itself based on the 

concurrently published novel of the same name by Arthur C. Clarke (1968). Already we 

come up against the perennial problem of trying to fit the entire world’s historic and current 

existences into a narrow, often anachronistic, anglo-Western idiom of the kind that dominates 

our museum and editorial practices. Neither Strauss nor Clarke nor Kubrick nor the nonsense 

of Nietzsche, from whom they all drew inspiration, have any rootedness in Zoroastrianism 

nor its prime protagonist, Zarathushtra.  

 
1 Vesta Sarkhosh Curtis, Persian Myths (London: British Museum Press), 23. 
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The presenters’ obsession with categorising this object under “power and faith,” an 

impressive “royal hunting scene,” renders the Zoroastrians of the story passive, remote, and a 

faint imprint on the world, being just a “tiny, tiny minority.” Well, I’m one of those people 

from the tiny, tiny minority no one has heard of, and I’m here to tell you something different 

and rather more compelling. Later on, we will revisit the provenance of this object and other 

misplaced obsessions.  

 

Back to MacGregor and Holland. I am shouting inside and rolling my eyes a lot while 

listening. I am also gazing upon the museum’s clinical object photograph showing the 

salver’s obverse side, the side with the pictorial representation of a strong, male, warrior-like 

figure, wearing a crown with an orb-like headpiece. He is mounted on a big male deer, with 

large, undulating antlers. The warrior’s sword is plunged into the animal’s neck. At the 

bottom of the tableau there is another depiction of the stag that lies overcome on the ground. 

In my mind the silver salver becomes three-dimensional again and my imagination wraps its 

own animation around it.  

 

Behram is who I see when I look at this salver. Behram is the Pahlavi or Middle Persian 

name for the divine being called Verethragna in ancient Avestan. It means mastery over self. 

The name can also mean “finding a good peace within oneself.”2 There is a yasht, or 

allegorical song dedicated to the divine spirit named Behram, which is sung, chanted or 

prayed by Zoroastrians at times of difficulty, mental and emotional anguish, when starting a 

new and uncertain journey, and to ease the passage of a loved one. Behram helps build 

courage and confidence. Behram epitomises the internal struggles we quietly deal with every 

 
2 T.R. Sethna, Khordeh Avesta. Zoroastrian Prayer Book (Karachi: Inter Services Press, 1968), xxv. 
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day. I prayed Behram Yasht while my grandmother passed. I prayed it to strengthen my 

boundaries when I felt under threat from angry neighbours.  

 

In the yasht, Behram takes on ten forms: the wind, a golden-horned bull, a white horse with 

gold caparison, a far-sighted camel, a sharp-toothed aggressive boar, a handsome young man, 

a swift or high-flighted dawn bird, a buck, stag or male deer with sharp horns, and finally, a 

heroic man carrying a sword.3 The imagery on this silver salver manifests two of the ten 

forms of Behram. To me, it illustrates the conflict between all of our different values, morals 

and personas that often clash with each other.  

 

It is a deeply personal allegory. I, and other Zoroastrians, pray with and meditate upon such 

complex themes sometimes with silver objects like this, in ceremonies to mark special 

occasions like house-warming, new year, honouring the departed and at weddings. The 

metallic lustre takes on movement next to the flame of a fire, and the smoke from 

frankincense mingling with the vibrations of ancient Avestan words. The worldly and the 

heavenly are not so neatly divided.  

 

 
3 Ramyar Karanjia, “Behram Yasht”. Accessed: 14 November 2020.  https://ramiyarkaranjia.com/behram-

yasht/. 

https://ramiyarkaranjia.com/behram-yasht/
https://ramiyarkaranjia.com/behram-yasht/
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Silver ‘ses’ of decorated silver Zoroastrian religious objects used at my wedding. 

 

Avestan is part of the Indo-European family of languages and is contemporary with Sanskrit. 

It is notoriously difficult to render Avestan prose and verse into meaningful English. The 

tenets of Zoroastrianism are summed up by these three Avestan words: “humata, hūkhta, 

huvaršta” commonly interpreted as “good thoughts, good words, good deeds” but would 

more accurately be interpreted as “well-thought, well-said, well-done”.4 Intonation is 

important, and the vibrations are carried by the words chanted in a fashion that hasn’t 

changed much (barring personal inflections) since these songs were first uttered thousands of 

years ago, and much later written down. They create a connection that cannot be adequately 

described by modern notions of time. 

 
4 Mary Boyce, “Humata Hūxta Huvaršta.” Encyclopaedia Iranica. 2004, updated 2012. Accessed: 24 August 

2021. https://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/humata-huxta-huvarsta.  

 

https://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/humata-huxta-huvarsta
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Zoroastrianism does not fit neatly into monotheism, polytheism, pantheism or many other -

isms and religious diagnostics like hymns, scripture, glory, saints and divine lords. This adds 

some constraints to understanding Avestan prayers and stories in English translation. Those 

English translations of Avestan, orally-transmitted prose and poetry occasionally jar because 

they are very often the product of culturally Western Christian frameworks. Nevertheless, I 

take my lead from them and then make them my own. I am grateful for them. My language is 

English and I understand what that means in an historical and culturally informed sense, even 

against the problematic background of Orientalist ideas that also beset interpretations of 

objects such as Behram’s silver salver. 

 

Behram’s yasht is part of a body of surviving works in Avestan that are precious to all 

Zoroastrians. Each of the yashts are devoted to a different spiritual being or divinity as well 

as the creative qualities they embody. They mainly take the form of a conversation between 

Zarathushtra and our principal god, Ahura Mazda, literally meaning, ‘the best wisdom’ or 

‘progressive mentality’. Zoroastrians worship wisdom, truth and ethics like gods. This may 

come as a disappointment to those, especially from the West, who earnestly describe 

Zoroastrians as weird fire-worshippers (because our temples and homes use a central fire as a 

focus for thought, prayer, ritual and meditation). 

 

Let me share with you my interpretation of two verses of Behram Yasht relevant to the silver 

salver.5 

 

We sacrifice unto Verethragna, made by Ahura, and ask your help. 

Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda:  

 
5 Formed from a combination of translations by Maneck Furdoonji Kanga and James Darmesteter. 
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‘Ahura Mazda, most beneficent Spirit, Maker of the material world, you Holy One! 

‘Who is the best-armed of the heavenly gods?’ 

Ahura Mazda answered:  

‘It is Verethraghna, made by Ahura, O Spitama Zarathushtra!’ 

Verethragna, made by Ahura, came to him the ninth time, running in the shape of a beautiful, 

fighting buck, with sharp horns. 

So did Verethragna come to help, bearing the healing remedy of courage made by Mazda. 

 

We sacrifice unto Verethragna, made by Ahura, and ask your help. 

Zarathushtra asked Ahura Mazda:  

‘Ahura Mazda, most beneficent Spirit, Maker of the material world, you Holy One! 

‘Who is the best-armed of the heavenly gods?’ 

Ahura Mazda answered:  

‘It is Verethraghna, made by Ahura, O Spitama Zarathushtra!’ 

Verethragna, made by Ahura, came to him the tenth time, running in the shape of a man, 

bright and beautiful, made by Mazda: he held a sword with a golden blade, inlaid with all 

sorts of ornaments. 

So did Verethragna come to help, bearing the healing remedy of courage made by Mazda. 

 

… Ervad Soli Dastur praying the same verses in Avestan… [audio of Ervad Soli Dastur 

praying]. 

 

In spite of the easy availability of a range of English translations of Avestan Zoroastrian 

texts, the British Museum’s A History of the World researchers and editors chose not to draw 

upon any of them. One of the most comprehensive English translations of the yashts and 
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other Avestan and Pahlavi Zoroastrian texts was made by James Darmesteter. He made a 

valiant effort at the interpretation of the Zoroastrian yashts in 1882 as part of Oxford 

Clarendon Press’s Sacred Books of the East series. I have a copy of the reprinted series, now 

under the auspices of Karachi-based publishers.6 Using translations is one way of making 

meaning, constantly moving between felt interpretation through praying in Avestan, and 

thought interpretation. Other meaning comes from Gujarati transliterations and translations of 

Zoroastrian texts which were daily used by the Parsis of India who settled in north-western 

India after leaving Persia and adopted the local language as their own. These pre-date the 

Sacred Books of the East series.  

 

I can understand but not read Gujarati so the English translations have been a lifeline for me 

to express myself as a modern Zoroastrian without the shackles of community expectation 

and dogma.  

 

Reverence and faith in Behram are not fossilised in the ancient past nor just mediated by 

Avestan prayers. A fable called Mushkel Aasan or the Woodcutter’s Fortune is a beloved one 

for some Zoroastrians, particularly Parsis, to recite during times of difficulty or dilemma. I 

am not sure of its origins as the story is generally recounted in Gujarati and only recently into 

English. Mushkel means difficulty. Aasan means to ease or remove. In Parsi Gujarati we say, 

‘Mushkel Asaan Behram Yazad, tamari madad hojoji’, meaning ‘Behram Yazad, remover of 

difficulties, we need your help’. Behram features heavily in this salutary tale of sticking to 

promises and telling the truth.  

 
6 Maneck Furdoonji Kanga, Khordeh Avestā (Bombay: Parsi Panchayat, 1993). Transliterated and translated 

into English from Gujarati eduction by Kavasji Edulji Kanga (1880), 297-333; James Darmesteter (trans.), The 

Zend-Avesta. Part II. The Sîrozahs, Yasts and Nyâyis. 23 (Dehli: Motilal Barnasidass, 2000, reprinted 1962), 

231-48. 
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I wonder whether this fable emerged in the Sasanian period, the same as that of Behram’s 

salver? The fullest extent of the Sasanian Persian empire reached from Turkey, where the 

salver was allegedly ‘found’, to parts of Israel, Egypt, Yemen, Afghanistan and Pakistan. The 

turbulence of the decades and centuries following the seventh-century Arab Islamic conquest 

and subsequent colonialism led to the loss of chattels and objects of Zoroastrian significance. 

Those Zoroastrians who chose to flee to Gujarat in north-western India instead took with 

them food, rituals, songs, poetry, prayers and stories like the Woodcutter’s Fortune. It is 

interesting that Ismaili Muslims, from the same cultural koine as the Zoroastrians, also have 

faith in praying this story.7 A timely reminder that I share a heritage that transcends  religious 

divides. 

 

Part 2: Found/Acquired: Turkey (?) or how not to document a museum object 

The material culture of the Ancients, particularly that of the immensely diverse ‘Middle 

East’, has had all the life, humanity, spirit and wonder squeezed out of it through successive 

attempts to classify, categorise and otherwise pin down the things that are of interest to the 

anglo-Western gaze: identification, measurements, genre, style, technique, judgments on the 

expertise of the craftsman. Entering a museum, an object such as Behram’s salver is denuded 

of its actual history and is conferred instead a pseudo-history that removes it nearly entirely 

from its cultural roots.  

 

 
7 Malik Merchant, “In light of Jamatkhana closures due to Covid-19, let us pray for Mushkil Asan during week 

of Satada, which would have been observed in Canada from April 3, and beyond,” 19 April 2020. Accessed: 1 

April 2021. 

https://simerg.com/2020/04/02/in-light-of-jamatkhana-closures-due-to-covid-19-let-us-pray-for-mushkil-asan-

during-week-of-satada-which-would-have-been-observed-in-canada-from-april-3/. 

https://simerg.com/2020/04/02/in-light-of-jamatkhana-closures-due-to-covid-19-let-us-pray-for-mushkil-asan-during-week-of-satada-which-would-have-been-observed-in-canada-from-april-3/
https://simerg.com/2020/04/02/in-light-of-jamatkhana-closures-due-to-covid-19-let-us-pray-for-mushkil-asan-during-week-of-satada-which-would-have-been-observed-in-canada-from-april-3/
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Let’s take a look at the British Museum’s object record for the silver salver.8 It is entirely 

centred on what is interesting to the connoisseur-curator brought up in the anglo-Western 

tradition. The brief description reads more like a materialistic audio-description for English-

hearing people, full of confident identifications like, “the king is wearing a crown with 

pendant, presumably pearl-drop, earrings… he carries an unusually large decorated empty 

scabbard…” 

 

The curatorial notes in the object record are mainly concerned with identifying the species of 

deer represented in the relief, “The species of deer was previously identified as an elk by 

Francovich (1964), but re-identified as a fallow deer by Bokonyi.” I would have been more 

interested in reading an interpretation from a modern-day silversmith, especially one from 

Iran.  

 

Then comes a very laboured explanation of identifying the “king” and whether he was Shapur 

II, or maybe Shapur I, based on the expectation that the coins do not lie, or that “either the 

craftsman was unaware or did not care about the discrepancies of detail of the crown 

type.” Tell me, what would a 4th-century Persian craftsman know about 20th-century 

Western numismatics and typology? 

 

A History of the World’s primary mode of interpretation is to identify and classify according 

to the ‘kings and queens’ method of history, seriously misrepresenting and limiting all of the 

possibilities for more relational interpretation. Given the particular reverence and importance 

of Zoroastrian divinities to Sasanian royalty (the period of Behram’s salver being around the 

 
8 British Museum. “Plate”. The British Museum Collections. Accessed: 15 November 2020. 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_1908-1118-1. 

https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/W_1908-1118-1
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4th century CE) it is not a stretch to make the connection between the specific significance of 

Behram and what he represented to the ruling elite of the last Zoroastrian Persian empire. Six 

Sasanian emperors or shahs named themselves after Behram (the ruler’s title renders more 

accurately as ‘King of Kings of Iran(ians) and non-Iran(ians)’).   

 

So, having not really identified the animal, nor the king, the object record stands as a 

monument to questionable research and documentation traditions in museums. To 

compensate, we find ourselves in the more comfortable curatorial territory of genre-making: 

“The subject on this plate falls within the general genre of Sasanian royal hunting scenes.” 

There is no reference to how Sasanian-period people might have understood or perceived 

“royal hunting scenes.” The following description would be more apt for a silver plate 

depicting Alfred the Great than Shapur II: “The scene itself demonstrates royal prowess not 

only through the improbable feat of riding a stag, but also in the deliberate portrayal of skilful 

swordsmanship.”  

 

But I do like this bit, it makes me wonder if the curator was into fencing as there is a sudden 

spark of real interest in the object, “it provides an early illustration of a type of fencing grip: 

the positioning of the forefinger over the top of the quillon or crossbar of the sword enabled a 

more controlled thrust and swing. This detail is also present on later Sasanian silver plates, 

was adopted by the Arabs and eventually became known in Europe as the Italian grip.”  

 

The very last sentence of the notes in the object record finally acknowledges Zoroastrianism: 

“This act of sacrifice recurs in the Zoroastrian celebration of Mihragan and a similar scene 

with a stag is depicted on a Sasanian silver plate reportedly found in Daylaman.” A bit more 

effort could have led to an exploration of Behram like I have made above, but as Mihr, or his 
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distantly-related cult figure Mithras, is more familiar in European contexts, we are left with 

quite a dull piece of conjectural interpretation dressed up with ‘scientific’ identification. Like 

the authors and presenters of A History of the World, the writers of the British Museum’s 

object record were not thinking about Zoroastrians, Iranians, or those with Persian cultural 

affinities, in other words, they were not thinking about people like me as their audience or 

reader. 

 

While MacGregor and Holland’s audio piece attempted to bring in some of the object’s 

Zoroastrian heritage in their interpretation, it still fell into the same ahistorical traps that most 

objects do when interpreted purely through a canonical, anglo-Western art historical context. 

We hear about the salver being such a heavy silver object. MacGregor, we assume, was 

allowed to tap-tap it to confirm it was real, while asserting that it was clearly made and 

intended “to show off” and very expensive. Western tropes based on superficial notions of 

financial value, wealth and status are so commonly used to make sense of something 

unfamiliar from the past that we have almost become blind and deaf to them. 

 

The lack of realism in the depiction of the king hunting a stag or buck was deemed, “quite 

clearly a fantasy,” reminding listeners that if it was real the king’s crown would have fallen 

off, and that it made no sense to kill your own mount. It might have been better if they had 

left it at that, but as is entirely inevitable when any object from Persia/Iran is mentioned in a 

Western museum context, some teleological link has to be made to the present-day politics of 

the Middle East, as seen through narrow Western eyes. And this silver plate is no exception. 

Perhaps next time you behold a William Morris lampshade, just ask yourself about its 

significance to Brexit. 
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Finally, the question, how did Behram’s salver reach London and the British Museum? Like 

so many artefacts at the museum and in many, many other UK and European museums, 

recording or showing an interest in provenance was not a priority. Intrinsic value and rarity 

were all, something to add to, to complete the collection. The entry for where the item was 

found or acquired states Turkey, with a suggestive question mark and leads us nowhere itself. 

The plate was sold to the BM in 1908 by the Durlacher Brothers, though in the object 

description more acceptably described as “purchased from.” The dealers were based in 

nearby Bond Street and provided this provenance with the sale, “according to some reports 

was found in Anatolia.” The BM bought 72 items from these dealers over time, from saints’ 

relics and glassware to early medieval jewellery. Tantalisingly the museum record cites, 

“some correspondence with this firm filed in P&E, e.g. for 1907.” That is a file I would like 

to look at.  

 

‘Found’ is the most powerfully misleading word used to provide a neutral provenance for 

ancient artefacts, especially items excavated and later sold. This is not colonial loot but 

neither is it chance that the dealers happened to trip over the plate on their travels, later 

presenting it to a credible institution for further study. On his retirement in 1938, George 

Durlacher destroyed the records of the London branch of the dealership and sold its 

remaining stock at Christie’s so further provenance work remains a murky proposition. 

 

As archaeology was never conceived of for public benefit but rather personal and institutional 

interest and exploration, the recording of context and finds in the early 1900s and later was 

very poor. A tendency for excavations to remain unpublished and finds and notes sold or 

destroyed after an archaeologist’s death mean that even if Behram’s salver originally came 

from an excavation, we are unlikely to ever know where or when. On the other hand, if such 
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a magnificent plate was found by a local person, in whichever area of Turkey (?), it would 

have fetched a good sum of money if sold to European antique dealers; enough to build a 

family home, with plenty of profit left for the Durlacher Bros. Imagining this scenario, I am 

reminded of a time researching in southern Italy when I got speaking to a local fisherman 

from Taranto who told me how he sometimes found ancient Greek artefacts in his nets, and 

would sell them on Ebay to supplement his meagre income. We can sometimes be overly 

sanctimonious about such happenings.  

 

From presentation to provenance, our museums constantly let us down with poor research 

and documentation so we must now rely on our imagination, our lived experiences and those 

of our ancestors to reclaim our histories and do justice to them. 
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